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Now Let’s Get Down to Business My Fellow Citizens
TIPA Platform – US Immigration Reformation 2022

“First Critical Stomp Speech
Ending Immigration in 2022
Starting April 15th Would be Nice”
o

o

o

o

“Put Your Wildman in the US Senate
and the US Congress will Never be the Same,
You Could Actually Grow to Like It !!”

“Everything in its own time”
That is the classic line.
In case you might be thinking, does this guy know what he is talking about?
I have personally been working toward this unexpected political result for some 19 years. For
longer than that, I have been an observer of domestic and foreign policy, and of the usual
political games between the two (2) National Parties. Basically, learning to understand
politicians and the legislative process. It is not for everyone, but I like it.
Now folks, I was 21 years old in 1969. That makes me a second year Baby Boomer and proud of
it. Therefore, I have been a concerned witness to many past events both positive and negative.
Over those years, I went from being raised a Republican, to a Democrat for a while, and finally
became a hard-core, political Independent for several decades now.
o

o

o

o
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Solving Problems Often Depends Upon the Decider’s Needs
In business problem-solving, you must first surround a given problem situation before you can
begin to develop practical solution(s). The problem situation must be considered from as many
different and often opposing viewpoints, as possible.
Only then, can you weigh-out any alternative solutions and their related benefits and costs. Then
comes the critical decision process. More and more over recent decades such national legislative
decisions are being made without practical concern for the Masses. National and State
legislators are serving corporate spreadsheets, stockholder dividends, and protecting executive
compensation. Politicians now blatantly work to maintain the Status Quo, because those that
fund their reelections like things running just the way they are. That is why in too many cases
the final decision is to do absolutely nothing. Hence the title of, “do nothing Congress”. And
the pure fact is that for some 20 years, the US Senate has become the place where good
legislation goes to die under the abusive control of the little dictator – Senator Mitch McConnell.
Especially, the last 6 years!
But the times they are a changing and in 2022. Because, We will act and the American
Reformation will begin. In 2022, the People will be informed that We still have the Electoral
Power to override the broken Congressional System. So, stay tuned and together we will
uncover our Independent Electoral Plan. I will show you that We have the real ability to capture
both Republican and Democrat seats in the US House and Senate in 2022! We can do it in 50
broken State Houses across the country, as well. We can and will take a good bite out of the
self-serving US Congressional System in 2022. Then in 2024, We will be even stronger and will
finish the job! And they can’t stop us! Because, the Founding Fathers left us an Electoral back
door that has not yet been closed by the Parties.
My presentation of this and other meaningful problem-solving proposals to the public is intended
to generate a lively and productive debate in 2022. Practical perspectives will be provided on
many topics of interest to the Public and the Voters. Real solutions to real problems. It will not
be boring! We will ask incumbents across the country questions they do not want to answer.
o

o

o
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We Must First Determine to Surround Our Common Problems
Americans hereby Demand that in 2022, the aggressive Reformation of our useless Immigration
will begin. We will finally act protect and secure our National Borders. No new Illegal
Occupants (IOs) will be allowed.
First Things First
Surrounding America’s social, economic, and climate problems requires that we first gain
absolute control over our national borders. Consider that, the federal government openly admits
to there being “around” ten (10) million IOs from all over the world, that are now in our
country. They really do not know how many there are.
Our first legislative Demand will allow us to encircle our domestic policy issues. It is the longignored problem of securing our national borders. One (1) that rejects all those not entering
under the well-established National Immigration Quota System. We currently permit about one
(1) million people to legally enter our nation every year. There is a formal annual quota
established for each involved nation. The bottom line is that the system is terminally broken and
the US Congress does not have the will, the guts or the collective brains to fix it.
Therefore, once again We the People must lead. We must tell the legislators what We expect
and that it must happen NOW! So, here it comes folks. The American Reformation of 2022.
Therefore, We the People, do hereby Demand that as of April 15, 2022 – the permanent also
suspension of ALL non-Quota immigration. That suspension will include any “chain”
migration.
During that same period, we will implement an American National Id System. A grossly
necessary and grand national housekeeping will then take place. Some percentage of IOs in
our nation will be “allowed” to stay – while others will not. They will be deported back to
their own country. There will be much more on this Hot Topic, as you can well imagine.
The US Congress is incompetent and will not legislate to fix our terminally broken
Immigration system.
Therefore, We the People, Demand the borders to be closed to all future IO violations.
o

o

o

o

The TIPA Platform Proposal on Immigration Reform 2022
Getting to the point, over the last 36 years – neither the Republicans and Democrats in Congress,
or all Democrat and Republican, White House Administrations – has acted to secure our
sovereign national borders.
In 1986, then President Reagan in his second term had Congress pass the Immigration Reform
and Control Act (IRAC) of 1986. At the signing ceremony, Reagan declared that going forward
“the government would then go after employers to quit hiring illegals”. Reagan’s comment was
a total joke and most people knew it.
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As a note: Always remember that there are lies and dam lies – and statistics. Always
ask yourself who is providing those stats and could they have any selfish intentions in
preparing those numbers.

So, Let’s Look at Some Very Relevant Numbers
The following three (3) scenarios present, a sobering analysis of our failed Immigration system
and dysfunctional national leadership. It draws a line between current policies and future
Reformation legislation. And it will make many Americans rightfully angry and disgusted with
our currently elected leadership – again!!
First
The 1986 IRAC legislation was only supposed to legalize some one-and-a-half (1.5) million
Illegal Occupants (IOs) that were inside the US. In the end, it was closer to three (3) million,
many of whom were using fraudulent documentation they bought off the Black Market.
During my 35-year Information Technology (IT) career mostly in Washington, DC I
spent five (5) years working as a consultant for the US Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS). Among other projects, myself and another guy developed a software
upgrade to the Check-In computer system used at Land and International airport Ports-ofEntry to validate those entering our country. Thus, I have some practical insights into the
ongoing Border games. That Check-in system was called the National Automated
Immigration and Legalization System II – or NAILS II. A cute name, don’t you think!!!
Of course, while the majority of those ten (10) million IOs did enter via US/Mexico border; the
IOs are literally people from all over the world. It is important to know that some 33% to as
much as 50% of all border violators enter our country via the International airports. Such
intentional and fraudulent “overstays” as they are well-known, arrive with no intention of
leaving. Obviously, they have been winning.
Second
As previously mentioned, in 2018 the federal government estimated there were some ten (10)
million IOs in our country. I believe that is a wild guess on their part!
Given that ten (10) million estimate, then theoretically we started at zero (0) IOs after the 1986
IRAC amnesty program. And after 36 years, the IOs are now ten (10) million strong walking
around our country. That averages out to “only” 277,777 IOs that enter our country every year.
Or about 5,555 for each State every year! Isn’t that special?
In case you are not disgusted enough yet, here comes #3…
And Third – The Bottom Line of Abuse
Again, both Republicans and Democrats are equally at fault in failing to secure our national
borders. Why? Because, their primary donor base wants cheaper labor and/or more bodies legal
or not to fill-up their rental units. That is far more of a pure reality than you may think, folks.
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Thus, every Spring and Summer for decades, members of Congress have thrown their hands up
in the air. The Party out-of-power blames the Party in-power for not doing something about it.
And they both blame whomever is living in the White House. And as usual nothing gets done
and the Status Quo is protected!
In one (1) of the American Citizen Statistic tables presented on the TIPA Platform website
CommonSense2nd.com, is the US 2000 and 2020 Census Racial Groupings and 2020 Sex Tables.
That 20-year Census comparison bluntly documents the results of the horrific and organized
abuse of the uncontrolled US/Mexico border. That Table is presented below after some
comments on those numbers.
Citizen Racial Grouping
White

2000

2020

Growth

% Growth

196,000,000

197,271,953

1,271,953

Less 1%

7,984,096

22%

9,366,132

93%

The White group, disturbingly shows very inadequate growth.
Black/African

36,000,000

43,984,096

The Black group went up what could be an average amount.
Asian

10,000,000

19,366,132

Asians all but doubled their numbers in 20 years. The Asian community also routinely violate
our borders. Of course, they typically use the International airports to enter our country with
“one-way” tickets and no intention of leaving as long as they can get away with it.
Hispanic or Latino

37,000,000

60,724,312

23,724,312

64%

Then, there is the Hispanic citizens group. Over those same 20 years, their legalized American
citizen count increased by 23,724,312. Or, some 1,186,215 per year. Or, a sixty-four percent
(64%) increase. That my fellow Americans is what we can rightly declare as out-of-control. The
US Congress does nothing stop the Illegal Occupants (IOs) invasion or to even control our
southern border. Or via our International airports for that matter!
Two or More Races

0

9,190,707

9,190,707

---

This Racial Grouping did not exist in the 2000 Census. It of course drew from the other counts.
I am sure the Conservative and Progressive lobbyists will either enjoy picking at those numbers
or they will not say a dam word. Either way, I don’t and we don’t care! It is time to fix it!
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US Census - Population by Race Comparison 2000 vs. 2020
Item Title

Year 2000

Total US Population

285,000,000

Census Racial
Grouping

Year 2020

Growth

%
Growth

328,239,523

% Total
196,000,000

60.1

197,271,953

1,271,953

Less than
1%

Hispanic or Latino
Black or African
American

37,000,000

18.5

60,724,312

23,724,312

64%

36,000,000

13.4

43,984,096

7,984,096

22%

Asian

10,000,000
No
Breakout

5.9

19,366,132

9,366,132

93%

2.8

9,190,707

American Natives

3,000,000

1.3

4,267,114

1,267,114

42%

Others

3,000,000

0.2

White

Two or More Races

Male Population
Female Population

656,479 (2,343,521)

140,000,000
145,000,000

161,588,973
166,650,550

285,000,000

328,239,523

The People’s Problem-Solving Proposal and Our 2022 Demand
The US Congress and the White House are hereby challenged and expected to legislate the
following proposal into law, starting in 2022! The first critical action in this aggressive,
problem-solution proposal is to be implemented on or before April 15, 2022.
There will be no exceptions, including any mention of the Geneva Conventions, human rights,
terrible conditions in their home country of origin, fearing for their lives, fearing or experiencing
assault, etc. Nothing. America and Americans has been too kind. We are tired of, if not totally
disgusted with the pre-meditated and systematic abuse of our national borders… The bridge has
been burned!
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Yes, it has been 36 years of Border abuse and playing to our national sympathies toward the
world’s underdogs. But, like they say, “Enough is enough”. Which actually means, we have
really had way too much!
To be very blunt, there is no people Crisis in Mexico, Central, and South American nations.
Nothing that justifies the “planned systematic and annual abuse” of our sovereign national
borders.
Simply because, any “event” that has gone on for 36 years is not a crisis, folks. It is an
industry. And it fund$ IO related business on both sides of the border! It is a wayof-life and a predatory business for the people smugglers. And a real income stream for
the Mexican police and Mexican military that the smugglers bribe all along the 1500-mile
trail North through Mexico. Any questions?
And “within” our own borders are the businesses of processing the IOs, housing them,
food, providing them legal counsel, jail space depending on the situation, and whatever
else they can get – once they set foot on our soil!
They are all getting ready for the annual rush of IOs across the US/Mexican
border. This year, the Spring of 2022 must be the end of it!
There will be much more coming on those annual costs for public information. IO costs
that will go down annually once we stop the IO flow into our nation – in 2022!! Funds to
be put to better purposes for Americans. The intent over the next several years, is to
reduce the taxpayer funds for any IO related costs to ZERO! We will functionally
eliminate the domestic IO industry. That cannot happen soon enough.
o

o

o
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Our 2022 National Reformation Begins at the Borders
The Biden Administration with the support of the US Congress, will communicate news of this
historic Suspension to a thankful American public, to all nations of this Hemisphere, and to the
Mexican government, in particular. They will determine to turn-off and permanently shut-down
the 35+ year flow of Illegal Occupants (IOs) that they intentionally allowed for decades. We
have heard all the excuses for decades. And we do not care.
To be clear, when the Federal government for decades tells us that Mexico is our partner in the
Drug War – We the People all know that is simply BS – Beyond Sense…
So once again, it is time for the People to lead, the leaders. For the bold Few among us in
2022, to act as their predecessors bravely did in 1776 – and created American Democracy.
o

o

o

o

We the People Do Hereby Demand
Therefore, We the People do hereby Demand the following to be put in motion all but
immediately:
1. ALL immigration into the US will be suspended as of April 15, 2022. The Suspension is
aimed at permanently ending America’s IO problem. No more IOs!
2. This immigration Suspension will also include what is generally referred to as “Chain
Migration”. It is a huge, backdoor into the Immigration System that will finally be plugged –
permanently!
3. During the first couple years of Immigration Suspension we will rapidly implement the
American National Identification Program (ANIP). America is one (1) of the few nations not
to have such a critical national administrative system. It will help us to better manage
population movement and to control $ocial $ervices budget$.
4. The ANIP Badge will at least record a person’s photo, figure print(s), address, and other data,
as required.
5. All citizens will have a ANIP Badge. All legally registered, long-term non-citizens, foreign
students, foreign workers of all types, and any other Legal Occupants (LOs) will have a
ANIP Badge.
6. We will work aggressively until the existing backlog of all known I/Os, is processed and all
court actions are closed. Some percentage of the IOs will be allowed to stay, while the rest
will be deported. And that includes men, women, and children. Those that stay will get an
appropriate ANIP Badge.
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There will come a time when there are no more IOs in America or dam close to it! And
then, all the federal, state, and local budgets now having to deal with the IOs will be freed
up for better purposes. Such as helping our own people. Amen!
7. We will work aggressively to identify everyone else that is not here legally. Please note that
some in this group of IOs will be active criminals. They will be dealt with accordingly. The
longer it takes to identify such persons, the less kind our courts will be. They could get smart
and exit America immediately on their own. “They” will be processed to stay or be deported.
8. We would prefer that anyone that enters the US in 2022, is made very aware that they may
not be allowed to stay. That we can be sure will be negotiated, but a hard line will be drawn!
Some 36 years of IOs is way too much. Also, any babies born to women that were already
pregnant when entering our country will be excluded from US Citizenship.
9. We expect the Biden Administration, with the support of both Parties and the US Congress,
to pass the various parts of this and related legislation. ALL members of Congress will be
required to cast their votes on this legislation. And the vote will be Public. Congress will
also include absolute enforcement of this legislation.
o

o

o

o

I believe that this TIPA Immigration Reform proposal realistically frames the People’s desired
course of action.
There will certainly be more on this critical Immigration Reform Program. We will require that
all related legislation be made public and that it will follow the KISS Method – Keep It Simple
Stupid.
o

o

o

o

Final Verdict – Shared Blame and Equal Failure
Please always remember that I am an Independent. My position for many years, is that both the
Republican and Democrat Parties have been, are, and will absolutely continue to fail us.
Immigration is only one (1) of many social and economic problems that they are useless to fix.
Therefore, my fellow Americans, they obviously no longer work for the Common Good of the
Masses of our Citizens – so, they need to go. Again, that means both Parties!
At the same time, my political observations and literally thousands of one-on-one talks with
Americans of all types, tells me that over the last 17+ years the Republicans are far more of the
problem in our national legislative crisis. The abuser-in-chief over all those years is Republican
Senator Mitch McConnell – now the Senate Minority leader. But, the little-dictator remains a
full-time legislation blocker.
Yes absolutely, the Democrats are very far from innocent here. The Democratic Party leadership
too often lacks any real political backbone. Being nice in DC-politics anymore is just stupid!
And, they have a sad history of blindly caving into obvious Republican games. It is truly bad
theater.
9
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It must be said, but over the last 15 years the Democrats have gone after every minority
and special interest group they could find. And in some cases, the special attention was
warranted. However, the Democrats are so lost in Special Interest Land that they seem to
have forgotten that White people, especially White males even exist. The Party cannot
keep doing that and survive.
In the end, both Parties have collectively forgotten how to work together to pass worthwhile
legislation into law. To actually help all the regular people that foolishly keep voting them back
into office.
They have forgotten that public problem-solving just happens to be their dam job! “To
solve the People’s problems that cannot or will not be solved at the State or Local
levels”.
Why is that? What is the real reason that they just can’t seem to fix anything of importance to
We the humble Masses?
Simply stated, the current members, both men and women in the US House of Representatives,
US Senate, and 50 State Legislatures – are collectively not working for us. They are too busy
fundraising for their next election and loyally maintaining the Status Quo. Because they are
really working for the people and industries that like things running just the way they are. “The
System” is working for them – the Wealthy and politically connected Few. Not for the Common
Good of the We the People. Such is the status quo Legislative dysfunction they do work to
perpetuate and that we will begin bringing to an end – in 2022!
Therefore, the way things stand in early 2022 – any way you cut it, We the People – the Masses
are not winning! And that We cannot allow to continue!
o

o

o

o

We, the frustrated and disgusted American Public, are now ready for true legislative leadership
and to have long-standing social and economic problems confronted and solve.
It is time for Our American Reformation. We have an Electoral Strategy for 2022 and beyond!
So on to the 2022 campaign trail for me and hopefully for hundreds of TIPA Platform
Candidates to run and win on November 8, 2022!!!

I believe they are our victories for the taking. Let’s go get it!!!
o

o

o

o

So, call them often @ 202-224-3121!
The main number for the US Congress and
let them know We have had too much!!
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My Sincere Patriotic Closing Message
Starting in 1776, our national ancestors had to fight a bloody revolution against their own
countrymen to rid themselves of the growing oppression of King Edward II. It was the colonial
American peasants, our ancestors fighting against tyranny. Their revolution yielded their (and
our) national freedom, the US Constitution, and created Democracy in Government.
Our revolution is waged Electorally against the oppressive legislative control of the Wealthy and
Big Industry of the US Congress, and of 50 State legislatures. A classic Haves vs. the Have-Nots
case. The same unnecessary struggle fought in every nation on Earth throughout all of history
and through to this very day! Just take a moment and realize the truth of that statement.
Our Second American Revolution of today, will preserve our nation, uphold the sacred US
Constitution, and serve to create Democracy in Economics. That is our historic challenge to
answer. We will be victorious for our families and those that follow us.
I call this, Our American Reformation. We are the American People and We will not be
dictated to or defeated! God bless America…
I pray God’s blessing on you, those that you love and otherwise care about, and the 328+
millions of our fellow American citizens, that you and I will never ever meet.

When the time comes my fellow American, know who to vote for, and then go VOTE!!!

I thank you for your time, take care,

A. J. Wildman
February 28, 2022
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